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i put a blank usb flash drive in my machine and when i downloaded the sp i chose open instead of save. when the download was completed, i got a dialog box which explained what is to happen and gave me the option to save the contents to the flash drive. i believe this
happened because the sp being downloaded was not for the machine that i was downloading it on (i am using an elitebook to download the bios update for a pavilion). it created a folder with some rom files for different things. when you go back to the machine that you want to
update, use f10 to get into the bios and check the id (near the top of the listed information) and you should see a rom with the same id in the folder on the flash drive. once you confirm that, switch the flash drive over to the machine you want to update & reboot it. this time
press f2 while booting and you should get into the uefi side of the bios where you should see the bios management option. click that and you should get an option to update bios, then it will ask where the update is and allow you to navigate to the folder on the flash drive. once
there, use the item that matches the id i mentioned previously and you should be good to go. hi all i have downloaded the latest (2.2 )beta version of hpqflash, and i have got it running in dos and i have installed it, but when i try to do a update it says that it is not supported
anymore. it is the second time i have tried to install it and it always fails at the same place.is there any way that i can update the firmware on my xps 12??thanx a lot in advance i have a hp microserver and i can not get the hpqflash to work for my xps 13. i have tried to do the
install and i get the following error message: "hpqflash: this feature is not supported on this model." im running the windows 10 os. i have been working on this issue for days and i have tried all the answers to fix this. i would appreciate any help you can offer. thank you
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question about installing hp bios update. where do you find the hp bios update? i see that it is stored on a flash drive that has an image downloaded. how do i apply that image to a flash drive and how to do so in the task sequence. i believe it is just image or update hi there, i
just bought a hp pavilion g6, the most recent bios update is for version 1.24, my laptop is not showing any update or progress for the bios update. i tried clicking "go to support" where it said "hp download manager version 2.7.0 hp support assistant version 4.5.0.98. " then i
clicked, "latest update", and got a screen where i could choose new and older releases, but when i made my selection, i got a "no such file" or "no such directory" error for the new release. i tried both on my desktop computer, but it would not load thenew release on there

either. any help is appreciated. it appears to be a software problem. when i log on to the hp site, i can see that the old bios is installed. unfortunately, hp installed it without success. and tells me that it's a known problem.i downloaded the update, it installed without problems
but the progress meter is still stuck at 0% (check the previous messages from this thread). there's always the possibility that it'smy video card or monitor or something else, but i think it's software related. even though i couldn't download sp, i managed to get an update from
hp's support site. it did not work for a couple of reasons. first, i had to run the utility on an edition of winpe that had a usb drive attached to it because the 'last several minutes' icon on the screen was not letting me see what was going on. this is a problem with winpe 7.x. then

i had to navigate to the folder where the file was stored on the usb drive. when i did, the file was located on a flash drive, and not the usb drive that i was expecting. i then was forced to download another utility that would allow me to download it to the external usb drive. if
you use a flash drive, you will have to make sure you download the file to the external usb drive. if you get the boot image you can usually copy it from there to your internal drives. but you might have to make adjustments in the boot image. i recommend dell solutions for

this, they will not only transfer the bios files to your internal drive, but do a bunch of updates to the system as well. after doing this, it didn't work. i saw a message saying that the windows drivers were not updated, so i downloaded the windows drivers from hp and installed
them and now it's fine. 5ec8ef588b
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